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We take issue with the staff's assertions that the _Perkins record on radon

releases from mining and milling uranium remains valid. Further, we object strongly

to the staff's attempt to circumvent even the =odicum of due process that intervenors

have received in this proceeding by eliminating the issues of health effects and

the de minimus theory from further consideration.

Uraniun Mining

The staff's claim that its estimate that 270 Ci per year per RRI will be

released from unsealed unde ground mines is " conservatively high" (Staff filing, p.16)

is based on extremely shaky foundations. The staff used a Battelle study of radon

emissions from active underground mines to make its estimate, and then claims to

introduce conservatism because it is "unlikely" that the same magnitude of emissions

will come from an inactive mine with o forced ventilation (Ibid. p.15).The Battelle

figures are raputedly reliableuven though the staff's estimate of the annual

release from aa active mine rose from h,060 Ci/RHf to 8,000 Ci/RRI'betweed the Perkins

hearing and last Februazy. The supposed reason for the reliability is th'at now we

are living with a " mature" mine population (Ibid. p. Ih). The record flatly contradicts ;

all these assertions. __.._. __. _. -

^

Far from testifying that it was "unlilely" that inactEe" mines would, emit' as much
~

raden as active ones, the staff witness, Wilde, admitted that because of the half-life ]
|

, of radon (3 8 days), it was quite possible that releases from inactive mines wculd be - - -
{
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of the same agnitude cs thosa from activa mints, and further, that his provious

declaration that the possibility was " inconceivable" was "a poor choice of words." (TR h22).
l

Wilde's faith that we now have a "sture" =ine population was based on data for ,

years of production from 23 =ines, with nothing more rigorous in the way of statistics

than taking the average age of the mines (TR h13). In light of the drastic changes
tidic

in the staff's estimates of raden emissions per RRI, more than that is required to !
"

i

convince us that the nu::foer will not change drastically in the future. 1

In addition, there is testimony indicating that the mines Battelle surveyed were

not evenly distributed as far, as cumlative on production is concerned - and both

the witness and the Battelle reprt say that cumlative ore production is most highly

correlated to radon emissions. Wilde testified that them were more mines in the

Battelle data base in the lower ranges of cumlative ore production than in the higher

ranges (TR 392-393). Since the mines with higher production would be expected to release

more radon per ton of cre, the Battelle data is an underestimate of what would occur

in a truly " mature" mine society-if indeed such a thing even exists.

To arrive at its estimte of 270 Ci/yr/RP.I the staff assumed that the average

mine produced ore for 30 years. A previous Battelle report, however, had assumed

the mine lifetime was 20 years (TR h03). The staff adopted the second Battelle

figure of 30 years with no questions asked (TR h0h), and there appears no basis

whatsoever fcr it.

How reliable is the estimate of 270 Ci/yr/RRf? When the witness was asked, he

rpplied: "I feel that that figure is as reliable as the reliability of the Battelle

measurements of radon releases, and as reliable as the assumptions I have made in

ty calculations." (TR 396). This does not indicate overwhelming confidence. It is

a cautious- statement, which is understandable in view of the evidence.

The evidence shows that them is little relation between ore production and

raden releases. There is slightly more connection between cumulative ore production

a. 2 radon releases, but even this agreenent is not very good (TR hll). The actual figures
,

l
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fbm min 2a indicate relenzos of up to 55,000 ci/Rar, cysn more if the staffis*

assua:ptions on uranium required per RRr are used instead of Battelle's (TR 393-39h).

To compound the unreliability of the estimate, the staff did not evm attenpt to

find the correlation be9een cun:ulative ore production and raden releases, but

instead used the are production figures from one year-1978--to arrive at its

so called reliable and " conservative" estimate (TR 395).

In light of the foregoing, we cannot conceive how the staff can expect anyone to

believe its clain that the estinate of rad releases from abandoned, unsealed underground

n:ines is conservative or even reasonable.

Eilling

The staff takes Dr. Pohl to task aring to assume a different tailiras pile '

thickness than did the staff (Staff filing, p. 32). Dr. Pohl's assumption cf a 6-meter

thickness was the same used in the GEIS, and it is obviously more conservative than

the staff's assumption. What is the objection to conservatism? The staff says En. Pohl

" conceded" that tailings pile thickness can vary (Ibid.). That is precisely the point;

it is not at all a concession. Tailings pile thickness can vary, so, if the staff

really wishes to be conservative, it must be willing to lock at the thin as well as the

thick.

The staff argues that Dr. Pohl's postulation of a completely eroded tailings pile

is possible, but "non-reklistic." (Ibid p. 37). Mcwever, the staff refuses to consider

any erosion of the pile at all. This is certainly non-realistic. Dr. Pohl's example

was intended as a. worst case. The staff feels that not only should we ignore the worst

case, but anything even approaching it. It is patently ridiculous to assert that the

worst thing that can happen to a tailings pile for the next 80,000 years is for it to

lose its cover, and that, after losire the cover, it is "non-realistic" to su.spect that
the tailings themselves could erode. !

!

The staff's claim that water pathways for radioactive ecntamination from tailings
''

piles are negligible (Ibid. p. h6) is writaen in language that reveals the staff's own

.
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doubts The staff mys # steps are being taken to r:duca or eliminate caspaga from

tailings." (our excphasis). The statement continues:

" Tailings are in most cases being isolated from aquifers. Some seepage will occur

but the nuclides involved tend to sorb or ion exchange and not migrate to any

appreciable extent ." (Ibid. p. h6, our emphasis). These cautious modifiers eliminate

any confidence in the statemnts.

The staff cited TR 505-507 to back up its statement that water pathways might

be more significant in natural ore bodies than from tailings because of " mill licensing

requirements to isolate tailings contaminants." (Ibid. p. h7). However, the

transcript that is cited does not untion the so-called "requirenents," but mrely

states that because uranium ore is often located below groundwater tables, the

nuclides in the ore "should not pose any substantially greater ha::ard after

(milling) than they did before the ore was mined, except perhaps in the 1::mdiate

vicinity of the pit...." (TR 506-507). But this statement is contradicted by

the witness under cross examination, as illustrated in the following exchange:

"A. Yes. I world expect that if the tailings were placed below groundwater that

the concentration in the groundwater in the previous 27 mined out area into yhich the

tailings were placed would probably be higher than it was when the ore was there

before being mined...But that this would be local in the sense of being confined to

the immediate area of the pit and its surroundings. A matter of some feet. j
1

"o. Are you suggesting then that for naturally dissolved radium that the, shall I

we say, mean-free path of radium dissolved in water is on the order of a few feet?

"A. No. That, again, depends on the specific nature and the properties of the soils
1

and rock in the area." (TR 513). |

Again, the witness testifies that site specific factors will determine the

1distance contaminants will travel in water: "I would expect the radium to move not |,

,

|

very far from this pit we're talking about. How far it might move is (a) function I

of the characteristics of the aquifer, the soils, the rocks thrcugh which it's moving."(Rfh |

.
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Thesa etntemente are inccnsistent with ths g:;neralizatien citid by staff at TR 505-507.

Finally, the witness testifies that the fact that tailings piles have more

surface area than the on from which they were p:cduced "would play a majmr, if not

the sajor, role in the ability of materials located thereon to be dissolved and

transported." (TR 518). Since the mining and milling of uranium obviously increases

the surface area, this statenant goes contrary to the witness's earlier claim that

there is not a "substantially greater hazard" of water transport from tailirgs than

from natural cre.

We fail to find any basis for the staff's assertion that the effect of water

transport would be offset by a reduction in radon emissions to the air (Staff filirg,

p. h?). The staff citation is to " Ibid." byt there is no mention of this sub.iect

in t}m previous citation, TR 505-507

In general, the staff's statements on emissions from milll tailings are a' blatant

attenpt to convince the Board that the staff's predictions of stability for " mary

thousands of years" (Hour many we still aren' t told) will coce true because the staff

says they will. The staff completely ignores the possibility of human intrusion into

abandoned tailings, a scenario that is much more realistic than the staff's presumptions

of forever intact tailings piles free of any need for " active naintenance."

In the real world, people built houses on tailings, as we have seen from the
*

Grand Junction disaster. Now we learn, thcough a report in the New York Times Magazine

(July 13, 1980) that in Edgment, S.D., the tailings piles wem used far recreation as

well; children played in the san # piles and swam in the tailings ponds. Seetime

during the past several months, the Tines reporter and several other persons easily

trespassed into the taildngs pile area, despite a fence (no need f or active raintenance),

the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978, and the staff's interim guidelines.

We ask the Board to take official notice of the July 13 New York Times article.

The staff's reassuring statements about guidelines, engineering solutions and

quality assurance cannot disguise the fact that the proposed method for disposing of |

.
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this hazardous end alm st permnently toxic mtzrici is to pile it up en the ground

or in shallow pits. Somehow the staff expects the tailings to stay piled up and

untouched by humans for at least 80,000 years. Unfortunately, the staff will not

suffer the consequences if its confidence turns out to be wrong.

Health Effects and De Minimus

The staff asks the Board to adopt the Perkins decision without further hearings

on health effects or the de minims theory. We renind the Board and staff that using

the Perkins record a:xi decision as a " lead case" for the licensing cases under appeal

after radon became a generic issue in 1978 was a convenience for the Board, but it

cannot be used to deprive interrenors of their rights to litigate the radon atter.

We have objected to portions of the Pezicins record and decision in the areas of health
ieffects and the de minimus thsory and we have asked to augment the record on these

! issues. We cannot see how many finding made by the Board on radon source terms -

the subject of the February evidentiary hearing- could be the basis for cuttirg off

discussion of health effects and de dnimus. j

l

Deficiency No.1

The staff's arguments in favor cf upholding tM Boazti's previous decision on

Deficiency No.1 are misleadirg and sometimes incocprehensible. For instance, the

staff claim that its correlation of mine production to radon edssions is " perfect"

because the staff knows how to divide one number into another. (Staff filing, p. 25).

The question is, has the staff come up with an accurate estimte of the radon that

will be released from mines for each year's require =ent of umnium fuel for a reactor?

The staff claims not even to be asking this question (Ibid.) But what else can staff

witnesses mean when they testify that a certain cumber of curies w!.ll be emitted

"per RRr," except a prediction based on a relaticnship between "an amount of production

and radon releases" ?

The staff's statemnt on page 23 of its filing that the anount of radon per RRY

has risen on3y from h,060 to 5,200 euries de:: ween Perkins and now is so misleading i
'

that we wonder if the obfuscation is deliberate. The fact that the difference between

~ .

. ,
*
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these numbers is relatively small (although it is still an increase of more than

25 per cent). is due to several significant changes in the components of the numbers:

namely, the estimated releases from open pit mines declined and those from underground

mines increased. The staff is trying to cover up these substantial chargee by

averaging open pit and underground mines together. More important, this comparison

is completely irrelevant to a discussion of whether there is any correlation between

production and radon releasesmho subject of the deficiency.

That there is very poor cor: elation, if any, between these two parameters was

made obvious during the February hearing. Thus the staff's claim that the information

presented at the hearing is " irrelevant to the fundauental assertion" in Deficiency

No.1 is plainly wrong.

Conclusion

The Board should adopt the findinrs of the intervenors en the radon source

terms from mining and milling uranium, and on Deficiency No.1, and should reject

the staff's request for a decision en health effects and de =inimus. Ecology Action

also adopts tre zeply filed by Citizens f ar a Safe Environment and would like the

Board to consider that reply as filed on our behalf also.

.,

b
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Ruth Caplan

July 16, 1980 far Ecology Action of Oswego
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{ be fate of five men who
ventur.d into South Dako.i

,

' ta's L4 -k Ifills - the sa..i
i cred Paha Sapa of the

Lakota Sioux - was.

scrawled in Ezra IGnd's
.

*
(

.
.

,
. last note: ''All ktlt buti

i . me." That small expedi-

-
tion in 1833 was probably*

, the first to discover " gold in them thar

| hills." Although gold was certattdy 10 *

cated by several parties that came
-after, it was the announced "discow. *

j
i

-
ery" by Gen. George Custer's military

i expeditaon in 1874 that set off 4 rush to
' I the Black Hills. The Indians called thei expedition route "75ueves' Road" be.
j .

cause Custer had invaded the land in
what they saw as a flagrant violation of

g the Fort Laramte Treaty of 1868; the

| general's death, at the hands of the k

Lakota and Cheyenne in 1876. provided Ii '

his Government with the excuse to k
'

" abrogate" the treaty-an act that the g'

Uruted States .surt of Claims last year ,
called "the most rank and ripe case of

|
,

.
dishonorable deahng in our historv."

|With that. the gold rush was on. By1
i

IS7f. George Hearst's Homestake Mine
,

-

had begun operations in the northern
hi!!s. Ten years later. It was worth $6 I

milhon. and since then several bs!hons *

, more in mined minerais have been re.
moved from the Black Hills.

g

Today the Black Hills are being in.
vaded again, not for gold but for ura.,

tc- ruum. And this time, not only the in-
i '

dians but many of the white pecole area
y protesting, some of them cattle ran-e

ers and farmers descended from 5e
original homesteaders. ney fear for
their health sad the health of their chil.*

dren. as well as their lands and water
sapplies. Dey insist they are threat.
ened by exposure to the radiation given.

off in mamng and milhng uranlurr for
nuclear energy. But the miners, the in.

. *
.

Peter htatthnessen,1979 wanner of the rs

Natnonal Dosit Aword for "The Snow I
Leopard," ss at work on a book about e
indrans and therrland5.
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#- *"* y,

3 ,p " ' k," 1.4: trots whose grandfathercam
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wtry rancher in }eans an, .
dA

Q #.4, 7 ', ' e%, to the Black Hil:s in 188 ,

[% r.p hi t .
' ' 0.

] , working on a freight train
. *

.'

*j < . w' t ^ ''
14 hauling the wtre that was a.-| y 3.= l. ,

ready lencing off the rarge
{ ',ti lus youngest children sin!! ridg . '> *. ' h. .

, ;
e

v * .7. T
.

4 A ~ horses to the little school built

~
by his grandfather in 1889..

(, , . ,, p' : .. -

.- * 'p**'? - , \ "What tny grandfather told
*. ''

- i. my father was* * Don't sell the.

land.'I feel the same way the
'

'-
Indians do; I don't own that ,

land, at owns me, because my
,

,

father and grandfather are,|
| buried there."

*' i ;
Marvin Kammerer was one

'

of the first ranchers toendorse7 -
i the

Black Hills A! hance.
'

,

Asked what he thought about'

. the Lakota land claim.

.' , ' ratsed fus eyebrows, paus,ed a
he

' M * * ':,,
moment, then said flatly.

,

v ?.;J
"I've read the Fort Laramie

'

Treaty, and it seems pretty
.' *

*' , .t

simple to me; their claim is, a# ,

justified. There's no way the' ,
*"

, - ;
| Indians are going to get all of*,

! 3 *

! that land back, but the state' . , . + . land and the Federal land
--

,.
~

.[
. ,

ch. * -
should be returned to them.

; ,. * *
' I, . * 'g '*

Out ofrespect for those people.*

I '**
* *- 3 and for their betref that the

*

halls are sacred ground,Idon't'' )'
. , . ,

) want to be a part of this de.
* ' .

5 strucuan."
I !

I When I asked Kammerer if
*

i ^

*f ** * *4 ~

.

4
he saw any way in which ura.

'

.F. N's.'
\ nium mmmg te South Dakota

I
|1

'

' would be accepuble,he raised g, ^
i

. . , e {{ i his voice: "There's no way It's j

-

.*

acceptablel Certamly not for
,

i M:. i j weapons - that's
1

. l ,. p - $ And as for energy,just insanet

'

! .

we alreadyI
- -''_

have an excess. And what do# %.* ' '

we do with all that waste?
~

J'
That's why I'm against all nu.
clear mining; these corpora.

'
'

tions aren't accepting respon. '

sibility for what,

they are
doing, for all that destructive

.i

potential that innocent people
have tolive with."

Marvin Kammerershook his
. ,

! "head, disgusted; for a moment
! thought he might spit on the'

floor.
"We're so damned (wastefbff And wasting re.,

sources is like steahng from '

"*

| the children to come.'

The
worst waste of all around here,

g now is wster. The pollution of.

ground water is very serious,
j but in the long run, the plain

-

shortage of 6t is goma to be
more serious yet; without irrt.

-

gauon, there won't
. agttculture." be any

At present, the energyindus.'

try is considermg plans to en.

circle the Black Hills with 13
.

coal.ftred plants, productng
*

10,000 megawattst

apiece;
more than 60 additional plants

I

.*
.
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